Chiasm A

2: Image of the Kingdom / Four-part statue
3: Will not worship / Thrown into furnace
4: Fall of Nebuchadnezzar
5: Fall of Belshazzar
6: Will not worship / Thrown into den
7: Image of the Kingdom / Four beasts
Chiasm B

8: Prophecies about beasts
9: Trials and forgiveness
10: Trials and mourning
11: Prophecies about kings
1: Prologue
2: Prophecies about Kingdoms
3: God’s people in suffering
4–5: Prophecies about the fall of the king
6: God’s people in suffering
7: Prophecies about beasts
8: Prophecies about beasts
9a: God’s people in suffering
9b: Prophecy about the fall of the king
10: God’s people in suffering
11: Prophecies about Kingdom
12: Epilogue